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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Aliehs has contributed to the dictionary with 11 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small book. We
hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to visit our
website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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andana
In some countries, refers to dental irregularity in which a milk tooth is extracted and the permanent tooth leaves behind,
front or side of this, forming a " andana "

asopado
tr. com. Dominican dish prepared with rice, meat and vegetables, whose main feature is that the rice is very wet.

atonalidad
mús. Absence of a well-defined tonality.

bacano
It is an adjective adjective used to refer to something very good, excellent, entertaining, cheerful, funny, amazing, cool (
accent ) rather than good. Anything that generates bacanería. This word had its origins in Colombia used much in the
parlache and with its origins here.

enchumbado
Expression that refers to a person, animal or thing that has been filled or has absorbed completely any liquid.Example:
Me I enchumbé in the downpour yesterday.

flagelar
Censor with hardness, example: flagellar social vices

guarango
2, ga 1.adj amer guarango. Dirty, zarrapastroso. In many countries of America describes the badly educated,
blatant.Example: don't be guaranga and not answer as well.

jarisna
Call so when the rain starts thin and weak.

jarisneando
Expression of the inhabitants of the Caribbean, referring to the fact to start falling rain, few drops of water.A synonym of
llovizneando

mofongo
Mofongo is a typical dish of Dominican Republic and Puerto Rico made from fried green bananas. It is placed in a
Wimpy forming a very soft or tough consistency. Serve alone or accompanied with soup of chicken and fried beef and
pork among others. You can also prepare so that you can take form of middle area or container for filling of pork,
seafood or chicken. It is usually sold in restaurants or places of typical food.

sancocho
Dominican dish consisting of various meats ( chicken, beef, pork, sausage, among other options ) varied food 40,
bananas, green bananas, white and yellow yautia, cassava, etc. ) among other ingredients.


